
 
Year 2 English Tasks – Wednesday 24th June 2020 

 

As part of our exploring dream holiday destination work we will write an advert to persuade other people to visit our 

chosen place today. 

 

Parents: Adverts main aims (as we are all very aware) are to persuade the person reading or listening to them. The 

vocabulary chosen is very specific to make somewhere sound incredible and interest us as the reader or listener. The 

children will complete a few activities to develop their understanding of these devices below and then write their 

own advert for their chosen dream holiday destination. Examples of persuasive language, superlatives and rhetorical 

questions are: 

 

Persuasive language- phrases which make the place to visit sound incredible so that they encourage you to want to 

visit (e.g. peaceful, picturesque, exciting adventures, special offer, welcome people, friendly). 

 

Superlatives- adjectives which show its characteristics in comparison with other items (e.g. the smallest, the best, 

the tiniest). 

 

Rhetorical questions- questions which are used to make the reader reflect on what is being asked, they do not 

necessarily need an answer (e.g. Do you want a super holiday discount? Would you like the experience of a 

lifetime?) 

 

Using a mixture of these key devices children can create a persuasive advert for their dream holiday destination. 

 

Children:  An advert encourages the reader by persuading them to do something. In our example we want to use the 

advert to persuade people to visit our chosen place for our holiday. This means using language and words that make 

people want to visit. 

 

e.g. peaceful, picturesque, exciting adventures, special offer, welcome people, friendly. 

 

There are a group of words called superlatives which means that they show how something is the smallest, biggest, 

the best or the most super! 

 

e.g. fastest, tastiest, best, cheapest, friendliest. 

 

It is also a good idea to ask people questions that you know the answer to such as: 

Do you want the best holiday ever? (No-one would answer no to that question!) 

Would you like the tastiest food in the world? (No-one would answer no to that question either!) 

These are called rhetorical questions. 

 

1. Underline the rhetorical questions in the short adverts below. 

 

Come to Argos to find the best offers in the market place. Do you want a super discount? Visit today to find out 

more! 

 

Do you want the tastiest food in Europe? Look no further! Visit Mrs Furzland’s Pizzeria for a taste-bud explosion! 

 

Halfords have the best bikes in the world. Do you want a smooth, comfortable ride? Book today for a bike trial and 

to discuss our range of bikes with an advisor. 

 



    Would you like a once in a life-time experience? Look no further. Mr Gray’s Egyptian Tours are knock out and now        

selling for an incredible £100! 

 

2. Can you highlight the superlative in each of the following statements about Egypt? 

a) Egypt has the hottest environment perfect for a wonderful trip of a lifetime. 

b) The aeroplane service was voted as the best six years running. 

c) Swim in the beautiful, blue seas. They have been declared the cleanest seas every year this decade! 

d) Taste the scrumptious food provided in the five-star hotel which is definitely the tastiest in the village! 

e) Find the funniest comedians in the local theatres at Luxor. 

 

3. Write a persuasive advert encouraging someone to visit your destination of choice. Think about how you 

could describe the place, making it sound like a great place to stay or visit. Which questions could you ask 

to make people think about how it is a great place to visit? Which superlatives could you use to describe 

the location, the food, the activities or the sites to see? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


